Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with upper bounds for the Hausdorif and fractal dimensions of negatively invariant sets of maps on Riemannian manifolds. We consider a special class of non-injective maps, for which we introduce a factor describing the "degree of non-injectivity". This factor can be included in the Hausdorif dimension estimates of DouadyOesterlé type [2, 7, 10] and in fractal dimension estimates [5, 13, 15] in order to weaken the condition to the singular values of the tangent map. In a number of cases we get better upper dimension estimates.
Introduction
In [2) Hausdorif dimension estimates for compact sets K C R" that are invariant under C'-maps are given. The main idea consists in showing that for a number j E N the Hausdorif outer measure of 3 (K) is by a certain factor smaller than the outer measure of K, i.e. the iterated map is contracting with respect to the Hausdorif outer measure on K. The contraction constant can be estimated by means of a singular-value function of the tangent map, i.e. if the singular-value function is less than 1, then the map is contracting. In [7, 81 the condition for the contraction of the Hausdorif outer measure in R" is weakened using Lyapunov-type functions. The latter results are generalized in [10) to maps on Riemannian manifolds (see also 161) . Using a technique similar to that of Douady and Oesterlé , Temam gave in [13] (see also [141) upper bounds for the Hausdorif and fractal dimensions of semiflow invariant sets in a Hilbert space. Analogously fractal dimension estimates are derived in [5] for semiflows on Riemannian manifolds.
In practice the maps describing concrete physical or technical systems are often noninjective (see, for instance, [1] information about the "degree of non-injectivity" in order to get Hausdorif and fractal outer measure and dimension estimates under weakened conditions compared with the theorems mentioned above. For the first time such Douady-Oesterlé-type Hausdorif dimension estimates using the "degree of non-injectivity" are considered in [9] . There a class of k -1-endomorphisrns is described, where the given invariant set can be split into Ic compact subsets and where each of those subsets is mapped onto the whole invariant set. The factor can be used to compensate the missing contraction property for the Hausdorif outer measure.
In the present paper we consider a class of maps satisfying even a weaker noninjectivity condition than the k-1-property. In general, such a class may be described as follows. Let W be a C'-map on a smooth (for simplicity C°°) n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) and K C M a compact set. (A class of maps that are only piecewise C 1 is considered in [11) . For these maps many results of this paper are also true.) Suppose that fora given outer measure ni( . , d) on M (d-dimensional Hausdorif or fractal outer measure of the given set or of a covering class of this set) there exist a number o < a < 1 and a family {K} 1 > 0 of subsets of
) for all j 2 jo A map p with such properties can be considered as piecewise m( . , d)-expansive on K ( is the expansion parameter and also describes the "degree of non-injectivity"). It follows that for such a map and any 
Hausdorif dimension estimates
First let us recall some notations of the Hausdorif outer measure and Hausdorif dimension for compact subsets K of a metric space (X, ). Let E > 0 and d 2 0 be arbitrary real numbers. For a fixed cover {Brj }j of K by a finite number of balls of radii r1 the value >,EJ rd is the d-dimensional Hausdorif outer measure of the cover. Considering all possible finite covers of K by balls of radii at most c we get the d-dimensional Hausdorif outer measure for the covering class of K by balls of radii at most E by is the Hausdorif dimension of K and is denoted by dimH(K).
To describe how a ball in an Euclidean space is transformed under a linear map, the singular values of this map are used. Let E and E' be two n-dimensional Euclidean spaces with the scalar products (,)E and (., .)', respectively, and let L : E -i E' be a linear map. By L we denote the adjoint operator, i.e. the unique linear operator 
For two linear maps L : E -E' and L' : E' -E" between n-dimensional Euclidean spaces there holds the relation (see [6, 10] ) 
2) There is a number jo E N such that for any natural number j ^! j o there exists a set K, C K such that a jq(ço3 (K),d) = ,uH(ço'(K),d) and H(K,d) < aiuH(K,d).

3) UH(
Proof. It follows from (1) that the singular value function satisfies the relation for any j E N. Further, for any number 5 > 0 using condition 1) we find a number jo > jo so that ford written as d = d0 + .s with d0 E {0,. . . ,n -11 and s E (0,1] the inequality
will be true for any j > j 6 . Using additionally condition 2) and [10: Lemma 2.3] we get for any j > j 6 the relations
Since 5 can be chosen arbitrarily small, by condition 3) we get
Corollary 1. If the conditions 1) and 2) of Theorem 1 are satisfied for certain numbers a > 0 and d E (0, n] and furthermore p(K) D K holds, then either /LH(K
, d) = 0, or 12H(K,d) = cc.
Corollary 2. Let the conditions 2) and 3) of Theorem 1 be satisfied for certain numbers a>O and dE(0,n]. Fvj-thermore, let p: K-4R+={xeRlx>0}bea continuous function such that the condition
(dp)
• Proof. 
h} seperating the regions with different stretching factors, and finally it is formed to an n-dimensional horseshoe. Figure 1 illustrates such a map in the two-dimensional case. 
where -y = min{a, t} Passing to the limit for e -0 + 0 we get the second part of condition 2) of Theorem 1 with a = 4-y'. It remains to check condition 1). Because of 1432 2 1 we can restrict ourselves to d E [1, 2] . Now the singular-value function has the form wd,K(co) = fl2ad_i thus we are looking for a number d e [1, 2] satisfying 4d13 a < 1.
This is equivalent to d > Inc-In4$, For instance, for the parameters a = , / 3i 3, 
Then dim H (K) <d.
Example 2 (Example 1 continued). For the modified horseshoe map described before, in the two-dimensional case the first part of condition 2) of Theorem 2 is satisfied for arbitrary numbers e > 0 and d E (1, 2] . Furthermore, we can show the existence of a number 1 with cidK() < I < -satisfying (d0 + 1)l -y3. Together with (5) this yields the second part of condition 2). Thus we get dim H (K) < d for any number d >
In the limit this yields dimH(K)
For the parameters a= #1 ,= 3 and /32=5 we get dimn(K)< 1.863. 
we have to choose P such that 02 = P0 1 , i.e. P = V'02/01. Thus we get the Lyapunov-type function^ V02/0, 1 for uEK1
for it eK\ K1.
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With this function p ford E [1, 2] we get
5U (p(p(u)) (d)) = uEK \ p(u)
which is less than wdk(ç) = For any number d> Iflo-Ifl4V'i2 the conditions of Corollary 3 are satisfied, and we get the improved estimate dimH(K) For the parameters a = , 0 = 3 and 02 = 5 this means dim H (K) 1.7471
Remark 2. In Example 2 we would have got the same improved result if we had changed the standard metric on 2 by multiplying the metric tensor with the Lyapunovtype function p.
Since condition 2) of Theorem 2 is not easy to check, especially if the map is not piecewise linear, we now give some stronger conditions which can be checked more easily. Example 3 (Example 1 continued). Since in our example of the modified horseshoe map (two-dimensional) the set K, consists of 43 linear copies of K we define fi,j to be the linear map of K onto the zth piece of Kj (i = 1,...,4j ) . Then for Ni = 43 and a > 410 > 4d condition 2) of Corollary 4 is satisfied. Condition 1) results in a/32ad_l < 1, and the limit for a . 47d yields (6) . In this way we get the same result as before without a Lyapunov-type function, but we could reach it with less expense I
1) w d ,(p) <
2) There is a number jo E N such that for any natural number j ^! j o there exist a set K, C K with '(K,) = K, a natural number N, a number lo and C'-maps f1, :U-Al l (z=1.... . N,)with
K, = f ,,(K), max, Wd,J(fiJ) < l, Ni <2_do(do + 1)a'l.
Fractal dimension estimates
First let us recall the notation of the fractal outer measure and fractal dimension for compact subsets K of a metric space (X, ). For a given number E > 0 let N€(K) denote the smallest number of balls of radius e needed to cover K. Then for d> 0 the d-dimensional fractal outer measure of the covering class of K by balls of radius e is the number /LF(K,d.e) = Ne(K)Ed. [6] , upper box-counting dimension [4] or fractal dimension [3. 13 -15] 
of the set K. It can be shown that dim H (K) dimp(K).
In order to estimate the fractal dimension of a negatively invariant set of a C'-map on a Riemannian manifold we need two lemmata, which are formulated and proved analogously to assertions of [2, 10] . Let (E, (., )E) bean n-dimensional Euclidean space, U1,... ,u, an holds, where is defined in (2) .
Lemma 1. Let (E, (, )E) be an n-dimensional Euclidean space, ui,.. , u, an orthonormal basis and = {aiui + ... + a n U n E E(a,_., an) E R, (al (E))2 +..: + an(E))2 } an ellipsoid with al(S) 2 ... 2 a n(S) > 0. Then for any i > 0, the set E + B,1(0), where B,,(0) denotes the ball with radius ij centered at the origin, is contained in the ellipsoid E' = (1 +
Proof. We have
Ba( t )(0) = {a i u i + ... + a fl u fl E E (ai)2 ±... + ()
Proof. The ellipsoid E is contained in the parallelepiped p = {a i u i +... + anUn E E I a iI ai(E),...,IanI whereas the edges have the lengths 2c I (E),... ,2ci(E), respectively. This parallelepiped can be covered by
cubes with edges of the length 27-parallel to the directions u, (z = 1,.. . , n) where [.] denotes the integer part. Each of the cubes is contained in a ball of radius ,/ir U The first theorem in this section provides an upper bound for the fractal dimension of a negatively invariant set if no information about the "degree of non-injectivity" is known. 
be an arbitrary number and r 1 > 0 be so small that there exists an open set V C M containing K which itself lies inside a compact subset of U such that IIr V ) d v cP Tl -dp Ih (9) for any u, v E V with (u, v) :^ r 1 is satisfied, where here denotes the operator norm. By g(,) we mean the geodesic distance between the points of M and by r, ' we denote the isometry between the tangent spaces TM and TM defined by parallel transport. Let exp : TM -* M denote the exponential map at an arbitrary point u E M. Since exp,, is a smooth map satisfying 1 1do . exp 11 = 1 for any point u E M we
the origin of the tangent space T.M. Since V is contained in a compact set there is a number r2 > 0 such that Il dv exp u 2 is satisfied for any u E V and any v E Br2(Ou). Furthermore, there is a number a> 0 such that a i (du ) < a is satisfied for any u E V.
Now we can find a number r0 mini ri, 2++t7 } such that any ball B 0 (u) containing points of K is entirely contained in V. Let r E (0, ro) be fixed. Since K is compact there is a finite number of points uj E V (j = , Nr(K)) such that K = U" B(u,)flK and therefore,
is satisfied. The Taylor formula for the differentiable map V guarantees the relation (10) wEB,(u1) (w) for every v E Br( j ). Thus, using (9) and (10), the image of every ball Br( j ) under p satisfies the inclusion 
p(Br ( j )) C )(du (P(Br(0)) + Bllr(O,(uj))).
Since E3 dfl1(BI(O,(.)))) is an ellipsoid in E = T,( 1) M we get for this E3 and
we have
..N,(K)
and therefore,
(= . , N,( K)
Every ball Br(V) (v E M) containing points of exp () (rE) is contained in the ball
B(2+,(e)),.(uj) C Br2 ( U j ), and so we have B(v) D exP(u ) (B iar (exP ;(u) v)). This means 1\1(eXp(TE')) < Nigy.(TE).
Since p() < a,(d, 2 ) = a,(E) < a(E) issatisfied, Lemma 2 yields
2"w,(rE) 4"w(E) 4'(1 + Nir(rE;) (rp,(y))" -p7 () PK() w(E,) < 8w(d, ) p7jcp) - p7.()
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Using (11), (12) and assumption (8) we get
Because of (8) we have a < 1. Therefore, for any c E (O,ro) we can find a number 1 e No such that a 1 r0 <e < a'ro is satisfied. Finally we get 
Then dimF(K) <d.
With respect to (1) the iterates of ç satisfy the relations nK('P') <w 'p) and pK() > p(cp) (14) and therefore, (w)p())'.
Furthermore, we have from the definition (3)
Wn,Kp()
By using (13) - (15) 
Then diiuj;'(K) < n -1 +'S.
Proof. According to condition 2) there exists a positive number u < 1 with
for any u E K. Therefore, by the chain rule and by (1) we have
Furthermore, the relation L-1+!() ^ holds. Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume that w_+j() 8 7n nand p K() < n is satisfied. In the opposite case consider with sufficiently large i. We take uo e K such that = pi,-(w). Resulting from (3) and condition 1) we obtain
With Theorem 3 we get dimp(K) n -1 + s I Remark 3. Conditions analogous to 1) of Corollary 6 are considered in [15] for invertible maps as the Hénon system. In contrast to our results the fractal dimension estimates in [15] are given in terms of Lyapunov exponents and without use of a Lyapunov-type function p. Now we want to include the "degree of non-injectivity" in the method of estimating the fractal dimension developed in Theorem 3. ,up (Ki,d,br) .< Y p(K,d,r).
Since or < 1, analogous to the end of the proof of Theorem 3, this yields dimF(K) d I which is equivalent to d> . Corollary 7 can be applied for any such d and shows that dimp(K) < For the parameters a = , /9 = 3 and 02 = 5 we get dimF(K) 1.800.
By changing the metric with the Lyapunov-type function p used in Example 2 we alter the form of the balls covering K \ K1 . However, again we have N.(K) 15 4i N(K), i.e. condition 2) holds with a = 4y' and b y. Condition (16) now results in4fy/ad_1 < 1, which means dim F (K) < For a = , /3 1 = 3 and 02 = 5 we get dimF(K) 1.631.
Remark 4. For two-dimensional horseshoe maps the upper bound for the fractal dimension of an invariant set obtained by Corollary 7 is always smaller than the bound for the Hausdorff dimension by Theorem 2, because for d < 2 condition (17) is weaker than condition (6). For d > 2 this relation is reversed, i.e. for the considered horseshoe maps in more than two dimensions the estimates of Section 2 really will be useful.
